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Abstract
The paper is based on the widely accepted idea that the scientific discourse
is not merely an exposition of scientific statements by means of a specific
genre, but a social activity by which the author builds his/her relationship
with the intended audience. Thus, every scientific text contains the elements
which go beyond the prepositional content comprising the metatextual level.
Adopting Vande Kopptes (/ 985) fun ctional classification of metatextua l
elements around two f unctions - textual and interpersonal. we have
examined the metcaextual elements of the latter f unction analysing ten
research articles from two different sciences - medicine and geology. The
examined elements are sub-classified {modality markers, attitudinal
morh!rs and commentaries), and systematized according to their fo rmal
real ization. such as modal auxil iaries. related nouns, adjectives, adverbs,
noun phrases etc.
l. Introdu ction
In recent years nwnerous studies on scientific discourse oppose the popular
belief that scientific writing, particularly in natural sciences, is " a series of
impersonal statements of facts which add up to the truth"
(Hyland.1994:239). The new approach to scientific writing emphasizes the
social component involved in the process of creating the scientific discourse
and explores the interaction between the writer of a specific scientific genre
and the expected audience. Thus, a new perspective in analyzing scientific
writing, commonly known as "sociology of scientific knowledge", has been
established. {cf. G. Myer, 1992). The advocates of this concept assert tha t
the study of scientific discourse from this point of view becomes "central
to understanding the creation of knowledge. Knowledge is influenced by the
basic elements of the communication process: writer, audience, language
and reality. This is because transforming claims into knowledge requires
reader's acceptance and therefore linguistic and rhetoric means of
persuasion." (Hyland, 1996:435).
Two types of scientific writing have been specially examined in the light of
the new perspective - academic textbooks and scientific research articles.
These two types can be also viewed as two specific genres of scientific
" ri ling , according to Swales' (1990:58) definition of a genre:
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"a genre comprises a class ofcommunicative e ~'ems, the members afwhich share
some sets of communicative purp ose, These p urposes are recognized by the
expert members of the parent discourse community. and thereby consliWle the
rationale fo r the genre ....ln addition 10 purpose , exemplars of a genre exhibit
various patterns of similanty in /erms of structure, st yle. con/en! and in/ended
audience"
Thi s study limits its scope to examining the scientific research article . which
~ can be said to constitute a genre within the speci fic world with different
conventions across different disciplines". (Vale ro-Garce s. 1996:279)
However, my idea here is to analyze scientific research article s which
belong to different scientific disciplines and, neglecting their specific
disciplinary conventions, to concentra te on the presence of the social
component in them. Th us. my choice of medical and geological research
article s ....'3.S based primarily on certain comm on features imposed on them
by the same genre affiliation. Although these two. apparently remote
discip lines deal ....'ith two completely different reali ties , the art icles which
present the researches on these fields. display 1:\\'0 characteristics which
could be applied to both disciplines.
The first one is a genre-bound feature and concerns the rhetorical sections
any scientific research article. spec ially in natura l science, is comprised of.
Namely, as any research art icle is considered to be "a communicative event
.. (Gosden,1995: 40), then the researcher's task is to " linguistically convert
real-world entities and processes into non-real world concepts" (Me
Kenna, 1997:189), in the best communicat ive way possible. which means -
in a logically sequenced order, The aim of the rhetorical sections of an
article is to fulfill that task. More or less identic al rhetorica l sect ions were
identified in the examined medical and geological research art icles:
Introduction. Materials and Me/hods / Me/hods. Results. Discussion /
Comments and Conclusion.
The second comm on characteristic of writing in both disciplines appe ars to
be a great deal of description on procedures or phenomena under
conside rat ion.
The cross-disciplinary study employed here seems to be justifiable.
providing the assumption on the presence of the social component in the
examined corpus is proved. Also. on the basis of the obtained results of my
study, I expect to discern some generalization concerning scientific wri ling
and to detec t some linguistic forms preferential for each disc ipline,
2. The objectives or the stud)'
The subject of this study is to identify certain elements which mark the
social component involved in research articles wri ting. By "social
component" I assume the author's presence in the text and the relat ionship
he builds with the reader of the text. As the analysis of scient ific discourse
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has identified various categories which carry out this component, I limited
my examination to one textlinguistic variable - metatext in scien tific
research articl es.
The Finnish linguist. Anna Mauranen (1993: 8) noted :
"Meuneu is OiI'enliull.1" text about the text itself h comprises those elements in
text which at least in their primaryfunction KO hcvond the proposilional content,
like jor example" " The paper concludes by explaining why the results of
empirical work done by Chong (1983) do not correspond to the expected
results ... Metote xt thus serves to org anize the proposilional content of the text
and to commelll on it."
Although there are some negative attitudes in some cultures, (including my
own) towards using mctetext in scientific wr iting where it is considered to
be unnecessary and superfluous, there are much more positive ones, such as
Crismorc and Farnsworth's (1990:121):
"Metadiscourse can guide and direct readers through a text by help iny, them
understand the text and the author's perspectivecshereby making the text more
frie ndly and considerate'
Among the lingu ists who support the positive attitude towards the use of
mctatext in scientific writing, there is, however, no agreement on the scope
ofmetatext: some of the linguists (such as Enkvist, 1985) limit the notion of
metatext to its text-organizing role, while others take a comprehens ive view
of metatext, and include in it the interactive elements such as expressions of
the author 's attitudes and certainty. (Vande Koople 1985, Crismore &
Famsworth 1990; Markka nen at al. 1990) etc. Thus , Vande Kopple ( 1985)
has classified all metatextual elemen ts according the functions they
accomplished into metatextual elements with:
1/ Textual Funct ion
2/ Interpe rsonal function
The textual function is, according to the same author, realized by means of
: text connectives, such as: fi rst, next; code glosses, such as: x means y,
action markers (to sum up , and narrators ( accor din g to. as) . As this
function is explici tly realized in the texts of research articles, it has been
often discussed and examined in applied linguistics. Some of the linguists
(Clyne , Mauranen, Valero-Garces) point out that the attitude and the usage
of textua l mctadiscourse varies among cultures and is often connected to the
educa tional and cultural background of the writers. Thus, textual
metadiscourse has become the subject of numerous studies on contrastive
rhetoric.
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The interpe rsonal func tion is realized by means of validity markers.
attirudinal mar kers and commentaries. and as they arc the subject of this
study they "ill be comme nted later on.
This very classification has been adopted in this study and mctatextual
elements with the interpersonal function were extracted from the corpus of
26 research article s. among which medical and geological articl es were
equally represented.
During the analysis answers to several questions were sought for:
I . Are metatextua l elements with the interpersonal function poss ible to
identify in the disco urse of medical and geologica l research artic les"
2. What are the linguistic forms by which these eleme nts are realized?
3. Is there an)' linguistic form which can be con sidered pre ferential for the
medical or geological discourse, respectively?
4. Is it po ssible to make any genera lization about the presence of
metatextual elements with the interpersion al func tion in scientific articles?
Before I present the results of this study. it w:ill be conve nient to discuss
briefly the notion of "the author's presence" in research articles writing,
since both types of metatextual elements demonstrate it either in an explic it
or implicit way.
J . T be autbor 's presence in scientific di scourse
The author's presence in the sc ientific researc h art icles can be both
evidenced through the author's e ithe r explicit or implicit re ference 10 the
reader.
The choice of the first person pronoun (s ingular. or when it is the case of
multi-euthored research art icles - plural fonn) in contrast to the impersonal
mode. either in conveying the prepositional content or in offering the
reader the guidelines through the text (e.g..first we shall. .. ..we want 10 sum
up. erc.} is one of the explicit marks the of author's presence, besides the
author's addressing the reader directly. as it can be seen from the following
two exam ples:
Can the sex effect be accounted f or by differm ces in phcnomenologic
var iables such as length of illness or exposure to medication? (M-1/lL
pp .J652Y
Note that the interaction parameters of the sam e change have roughly
the same value. (G-6!II. pp.1454)
Sometimes these questions are modulated by the use of modal auxiliaries,
sugges ting lesser degree of certainty on the assumption:
I The notation :" MUstands for medical discourse: the Arabic numerals stand for the
part icular article; the Roman numerals stand for the journal (the order and rbe titles
are given in the Appendix)
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Could the outcome of ECT-treated psychotic patients have been
improved ....-i th a different approach to continuation or maintenance
treatment or both? ( ~t· 13/IV. pp.18Z>
All these example s reveal the author's ....i sh either to draw the reader into a
dialogue or to attract his attention to a specific piece of information. often
visually represented.
Besides the exp licit marks of the author's presence in the text. (specially
evident in the metatexrual element s with the text-organizing function ),
implicit marks of the auth or's presence in the texts of scientific research
articles can be evidenced as well, all of them ....- itncssing thea uthor's
"awareness of anticipated feedback from the academ ic communi ty",
(Gosden,1995:43).
Thus, aware of the poss ible validation and assessment. the author rarely
makes his assertions and claims categorical; by modulating them he lea..es
the door open to his colleagues who might have a different opinion. In this
way the author is demonstrating his respect and tolerance to the discourse
community he be longs to. At the same time. the author may express his
attitude towards the subj ect under discussion. Such modulated statements
are o ften referred to as the "author-marked statements",
Since many metatexrual elements serve to modulate or to comment on the
statement which follows. they are often examined under the common label
of hedges. If the notion of hedging is taken in its widest sense and any
author-marked statement is considered a hedged statement. then the
metarextual elements wi th the interpersonal function might be regarded as
ORe of numerous textlingu isric variables w hich carry out the same purpose
: building the author- reader relationshi p.
The most evident char acteristic of meratextual elements ....i th the
Interpersonal function as hedging devices is that they modulate the ....h ole
statement b)' .... hich the prepositional truth is to be communicated and. not a
specific item within the prepositional truth . This can be seen by comparing
these two sentences:
A. Clearly. the findings indicate that the cyclone separation had a
positive effect to concentrate the organic matter in the overflow fraction ,
(G-3;111,pp. 35 1)
B. The engineering behaviour of the material is clearly important for
the slope stability. (G-4/IIL pp. 290 )
The adverb "clearly" in the examp le B. is incorpo rated in the sta tement
itself and according to Ken Hyland (l 996: 437). it can be classified as an
"accuracy-oriented hedge". by means o f .... hich the author's expresses the
propos ition ....-ith a greater precision is revealed .
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4. The classi fica tion of metateatual elements with the interpersonal
functi on
In the analysis of medical and geological research articles I hav e followed
Vande Kop ple's (1985) classification of metatextu al elements with
interpersonal function. so that all of the selected elements have been
classified according to their function into three subcategorics.
The first group of metatex tua l elements (to which the above example A .
belongs), is realised by "moda lity markers" and revea ls the author's
valuat ion of the prepositional content conveyed by the statement. while the
second subcategory of metat extual elements wi th the interpersonal function
is usually realised through the use of attitudi nal markers. and reveal the
autho r's attitude towards the propositional content. Both subcategories
comprise formally and syntactically different word classes. The third
subca tegory of metatextual elements expli citly denote the author's presence
in the text , and is realised by diffe rent linguistic forms, with the purpose of
involving the reader direct ly in a dia logue with the author.
The analysis has demonstrated that the meaning of the adjective or adverb
in a metatexrul element is the cruc ial factor in distributing metatextual
ele ments with the interpersonal function into the validity and artitudinal
markers group. This can be illustrated by the following contrasted pairs:
It is impossible to generalize vs. It is difficult to generalize
Presumably• . . . . . . ,,"s. Unfortunately.....
A. T he mod a lity markers by which the interpersonal function of
metatextual elements is conveyed. are used to assess certainty OTT
uncertainty of prepositiona l content and the degree of commitment to that
assessment. They are realised by' use of three formally different categories:
adverbs. adjectives and modal auxiliaris. and their syntactic constructions
selected in the corpus. will be briefly discussed below:
11Clause - initial adverbs, which arc according to their syntactic function -
disjuncts related to the degree of truth. either by expressing the author's
conviction as in adverbs: arguably . evidently . clearly . certainly. obviously.
ctc.. or some degree of doubt. as in adverbs. such as: probably . presumably,
possibly . very likely. etc .
(1 ) Certa inly . in other groups of patients. chronic volume overload has
been shown to be a powerful precipitant of regional abnormaliti es of
'Ventricular funct ion.(M- 31JV.pp.458)
(2) Presumably. calcium accumulation is depe nde nt on disease
chrcnicity . (M- 12/V II. pp.273)
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(3IOh~·IOU5(r. because of Freud's stature and authority in these years. his
directions and influence must haw had a substantial impact on each
analysand's experience. (M·I OiIV. pp. 170)
2.1 Adjecti\ cs. which semantically belong to the group of probability
adj ectives such as: posstbte, impossible. probable. improbable,
likely/unlikelyj and emphasizers. (such as: clear. certain. sure). can he used
according. to their functions as:
a ) Complements in the cons truction with " the dummy it":
( -1-) It is impossible 10 assert that the symptoms of the other subj ects \\;11
never be explained by neurological diagnoses. but after 6 years of follow
up this is increasingly unlikely. (M·5/V I, pp,585)
(5) It is nuw abundantly clear that the depression is associated with
ischemic heart disease. (M·8 .lIL pp.8)
The complement of the adj ective in the selected examples is either the to-
infinitive phrase. (as in ( -1- ) or the that-clause. as in example (5)
The semantics of the verb in the infinitive phrase is very important: the
verb should belong to one of the following groups:
- epis temic verb (such as : fa suggest. to indicate, to assume. to
speculate, etc.].
• performative verb (such as: to note, to notice, to establish. to say. to
discuss, to claim. to ref er, to propose, to generalize. to assert. to
expla in.)
- cegnlt tve verb (such as: to reflect. to think. 10 realise).
b) Adjectives used as complement of the linking verb "seem"
(6 ) It almost seems obvious that if depression increases the risk of
postinfarction morality. then treating depression should reduce the risk.
(M · 8/II !. pp.9)
c) Prenomina l modifiers in noun phrases of various functions (most often
subjec ts (7) or subj ective complements (8). as in the following examples:
(7) A plaus ible explanation is that the mantle has been mctasomatized
with fluids derived from dehydration of the subducted slab. (G-
IOIlLpp.16-l-6)
(8) One possible solut ion fo r answering this question is to control for
the phenomenologic variab le that differ between the sexes. such as age
at onset. {M-lil Ll 6 521
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Often noun phrases can be followed by modal auxilari es, so that
uncertainty is emphasised :
(9) A possible explanation might be traced to the considerable clinical
experience guided by study clinicians during our numerous treatment
studies at w estern Psychiatric Institute and Clinic.... (M~iL pp.I Sl l)
The head nouns in these phrases belong to the category of "factive" nouns.
such as: interpretation. explanation. indication. evidence. fact. consensus).
d) In supplementive adjective clauses :
(10) Most important the prospective study design ruled out the
possibility that preexisting physical illness preceded the men's visit to
psychiatrists and use of mood-altering drugs before age 50. (M·IOITV.
pp. 191)
3/ Modal auxiliaries (may, might. could. would. must, ) accompanied by
the same types of verbs. as ....-i th the adjectives. They may have different
sentence position. and can be either in active or passive voice. as the
following examples show :
( 11) Higher content of light compounds may explain this increase in
converstonto -wm , pp.352).
( 12) In general it musr be af sumedthat apertures \vi ll be greater where
the fracture lies parallel to the local principal stress . . .(G-2fIIl. pp.399)
( 13) . . . 50 . the applicability of the method to both phosphate t)pes may
be assessed. G- III. pp.1345)
(/4) It might be questioned whether the differences in rates of
nonpsychotic patients is explained by se..-eriry, (M-911. pp.1500 )
Sometimes modal auxiliaries are followed by noun phrase which contains
probability adjective :
(15) However , it would be WI unlikely explanation for the increased rate
of new infarctions seen in depressed individuals initially free of any
cardiac disease . (M-Silll. pp.S)
This study has excluded the examples such as " It should be noted' and
"/1 can be seen " for the reason that in spire of the fact that these word
groups formally fit the same category. they rather belong to the genre
writing conventions and are not regarded as elements which com'CY personal
component.
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8 . The analysis of medical and geo logical research articles has shown that
there arc more artitudina l markers than the ones which exhibit validity.
They also appear to be accomplished through a greater variety of syn tactic
forms, all of which arc marked by. so called "emotionally-charged"
feature s.
Attitudinal markers arc real ised by the following syntactic forms:
11 Clause initial ad\erbials. which are. according to their function
disjuncts). as in the examples:
(16 ) Unfortunately. the composition of sediment that has been or is
about to be subduc ted at a speci fic system usually is poorly known , (G-
9/11 . pp. l64l )
(17) importantly, the current study demonstrated a relation between
reference segment disease and target lesion ca lcium. (M-12N II. pp.272)
( 18) Surprisingly, however, the patients with PTSD did not differ from
the patients wi thout PTSD on substance abuse measures and
sociodemograph ic chracteristics. (M-l lflV. pp.2 18)
The commonest adverbs which belong to this grou p are: surprisingly,
unfortunaselv, unexpectedly , apparently. interestingly. frankly. doubtfully
ere.
21 Adjectives. with the syntactic function of :
a. Subject ive complements. which can be followed b)' "to-infinitive
phrase", as in (19). (20). (22) or the "that-clause", as in (24) the following
exam ples: (19) it is interesting to speculate that the regional abnormalities
of ventricular relaxation that we found may be related at least in part to
these findings.(M-31V, ppA59)
(20 ).. ...it is suitable to refer briefly to the broad aspects of migration
through unfaulted ground, specially coal-bearing sequences.(G-2I1Il,
pp .393 }
(2 1)" it is difficult to generalize in any useful way about their
attributes with respect to fl uid migrations. and particularly coalbed -
methane . (G-2/11I , pp,404)
(22) It is important to emphasize that the six effects on brain
morphology. as indicated in the study, is a difference of degree rather
than pattern. (:\1· 1111,1652)
(23) It was readily apparent that the MQ model consistently over
predicated the liquid-phase resistance ( IIQ I) by as much as 1·2 orders
of magnitude over the experimentally determined overal l resistance,
lIQ I. (G-l2il V. pp. 160)
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The verbs of "the to-infinitive phrase" and of the "that-clause".
semantically belong either to epistcmic, performa tive or cognitive verb
groups .
b. Inverted complement in noun phrases. as in the example:
(24) Much more noticeable is that the main cleat orientation can swing
towards both smaller or larger faults,. . ...(G-2ilII, pp.399)
c. Prenominal modifiers in noun phrases:
(25) Thus, a reasonable interp retation of the Eu systematics in
humorol e 63 is that hot acidc solutions transported Eu + preferentially
over the other REF (G-Sill ,l 437)
(26 ) Our comprehensive reviewing of data indicates that most data sets
are consistent within an error of about 7% except for few data sets. (G-
M!, pp.1459)
(27) A surpr ising finding was the absence of a difference between the
groups with or without PTSD on substance abuse measures and
sociodemographic characteristics. (M- l llIV , pp.2 IS)
However, the combination of modality and attitudinal markers is not
rarely found:
(2S) It would be easy to think that the phenomena responsible for the
increased mortality seen in treatment samples would not be strong
enough to manifest an effect in milder case . (M-S/IlI . pp.S)
(29) This could easily explain a good part of increased mortality
associated with the depression following infraction. (M-Sm Lpp.S)
C. The third group of metatextual elements which reveal the author-reader
relationship according to Vande Copple's classification is labeled under the
title of "commentaries", and is used to draw the reader in a dialogue with
the author. This group of metatextua l elements displays the author's explic it
presence in the text, while the two previous ly analysed groups indicat e the
author 's awareness of the reader in an implicit way.
However , the analysis of medica l and geological discourse in scientific
research articles has ShO\\l1 that commentaries are very rarely used in this
academic genre, and are thus considered to be a rarely accepted writing
convention. The only identified examples are those which are aimed at
drawing the reader's attention to a specific example , or picture, as in giving
the direc tives, usually by means of verbs such as "to consider" or "to note".
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(30) Note that the oil figure includes the original ll AO solvent. (G- 3/I1L
pp.342 )
There is an assumption that commentaries might be more often used in less
formalized types of scientific articles. such as popular scientific magazines.
as well 3 S those intended la popularize science among the young.
Conclusion
Since the aim of this study was to answer several questions, the answers
obtained by analy sing medical and geological scient ific article:'> arc briefly
summarized here :
Medical and geological written discourse does not cons ist of scientific
statements only but includes the social component as well . Analysing
meratextual elements with interpersonal function. we have confirmed the
presence of the author in the text. which appears to be mainly implicit,
although some evidence of the autho r's exp licit presence was noticed
through the category of "commentaries" .
The implicit presence of the author and his awareness of the intended
audience is expressed by £\\ '0 catego ries which are semantically
distinguished as moda liity and attitudinal markers. These categories re
realised by different forms and syntacti c construc tions and what demarcates
the categories is the meaning of adjectives and adverbs contained in
metatextual elements.
Although the corpus of the study comprises two different disciplines, the
analysis has not selected the preferent ial form for any of them, Thi s
indicates that these linguistic features are not disciplina ry bound, but are
connected with the author's personal inclination.
As far as the frequency of the metatextual elements wi th interprscna l
function is concerned. the greater diversity was noted among the branches of
one discipline (medicine) than betwee n the two disciplines. Also , the
distribution of these elements in respect to the rhetorical secti ons is identical
both for medical and geological research articles. Th ey are mostly selected
from the introduction and the discussion or conclusion, while other
rhetorical parts are almost deprived of them.
The fact that the examine d corpus belongs to two remote disciplines may
indicate that the same types of metatexruaI elements are possible to select in
research articl es of other scientific discipli nes.
Finally. it should be noted that both metarextual functions are worth
examining. In add ition to some theoretical applicat ions, the textual
metadiscour se is possible to examine in order to obtain some pract ical
results for instructing novice writers in making their writing more effective.
They should be made aware of the advantages the textual metatex t offers
them in providing the readers with helpful guidelines through the text. In
such a way the wri ters orientate the readers and help them comprehend their
ideas much easier.
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On the other hand. the presence of the interpersonal metatext in scientific
research articles proves the assumption that any wri ting is obviously . " a
social act performed in a specific context for a part icular audience " (Bruffec
1986), and that the research article, as "the published pape r, is a
multi laye red hybrid eo-produc ed by the authors and by members of the
audience to \....hich it is directed. " (Knorr -Cetina, 1981: 106 )
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APPENDIX
The considered geological art icles arc taken from the following journals and
books:
I . Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta. maj 1990, Pergamon Press
2. Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta. april 1992, Pergamon Press
3. European Coal Geology and Tec hno logy, 1997, pub lished by Geologica l
Society, London
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~ . Journal of Contaminant Hydrology . November 1995. VoL20. :-.Ios. I-2.
Elsevier
The considered medical articl es are taken from the following journals:
I. American Journal of Psych/airy. 'c ovembcr 1997.
") American Journal ofPsychiatry. December 1997.
3. American Journal ofPsychiatry. January 1998.
.J American Journal ofPsychiatry. Februa ry 1998.
5. British Heart Journal. 199 1. S o.66
6. British Medical Journal. 1998.\'0 .316
7. Journal by the American Cottege a/Cardiology. 1997. Vo 1. 29. No.2
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